
 

 

 

 

City Psychology Group (CPG) is recruiting NOW for the position of Clinical Affiliate for its Harley 

Street, Liverpool Street and Canary Wharf Clinics 

We offer highly competitive rates of pay plus the addition of monthly bonuses. 

This is a Part-Time post, highly flexible around you!  All we require is at least 2 sessions on 

different days per week which can be made up of morning, afternoon and evening sessions – 

(Monday to Saturday). 

We are looking for BPS Chartered and HCPC Registered Counselling or Clinical Psychologists. 

If you are passionate about psychological therapy, enjoy working within a team environment and have an 

excellent academic record with a proven track record of success in the practice of psychology, then CPG 

would like to hear from you now! 

 

CPG is an independent group practice of highly skilled Practitioner Psychologists with varying degrees of 

experience and expertise. We have strong links with a range of other healthcare consultants both within 

the NHS and the private sector. Our busy practice is backed up by an experienced and efficient 

administration and customer care service. We provide clinical, counselling, occupational and coaching 

psychology services of the highest quality from our Harley Street, Liverpool Street and Canary Wharf, 

London premises. We work with people of all ages, individuals, families and groups experiencing a variety 

of emotional and psychological problems. The majority of our client group consists of top corporate 

executives. 

 

CPG continues to grow day by day, week by week and we are currently looking for skilled practitioners to 

join our thriving, vibrant and fast-growing practice. Candidates will be either Counselling or Clinical 

Psychologists. They will have a strong grasp of evidence-based psychological therapy (including CBT 

and third-wave contextual CBTs/Mindfulness-based approaches, i.e. ACT) and ethical practice and will 

have gained significant experience in the assessment and treatment of a variety of psychological 

conditions amongst a variety of client groups. Experience of working in a ‘focused and brief’ psychological 

therapy framework is desirable. The ability to work as part of a team is essential. Previous work 

experience within the private sector is not essential and the post may suit those that have a part time 

NHS role. 

 

The successful candidate will have the opportunity to work with our challenging and stimulating client 

group from our prestigious and centrally located consulting rooms in London. They will be expected to 



practice on a self-employed basis as part of the CPG team and will be required to adhere to our standard 

procedures and attend regular supervision and team meetings.  

This is a part-time role where we offer highly competitive rates of pay and monthly bonuses.  Is 

this the type of job your looking for? 

To apply please send CV’s and covering notes to:  

Mr Raoul Barducci, Practice Manager, City Psychology Group, 2/8 Victoria Avenue, London, EC2M 4NS, 

by fax on 02087115444 or via email to jobs@citypsychology.com 
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